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SHORT ABSTRACT

We outline the Freedom City Comics project and identify three instances of this comic’s role as a boundary object. First, the creation of the comic as a collaboration between 16 academic researchers and comics creators. Second, the evaluation of the comic through empirical research with a sample of readers. Third, the development of a learning framework in partnership with two teachers. Conceptualising a collaboratively-created comic as a boundary object (Akkerman and Bakker: 2011) helps identify its plural and evolving roles and advance earlier work on collaboration across boundaries.

ABSTRACT

Conceptualising a collaboratively-created comic as a boundary object (Akkerman and Bakker: 2011) helps identify its plural and evolving roles and advance earlier work on collaboration across boundaries. In this early-stage paper we use a sociocultural approach to address the comics medium. We outline the Freedom City Comics project and identify three instances of this comic’s role as a boundary object. First, the creation of the comic as a collaboration between 16 academic researchers and comics creators, with a focus on the role comics can play in troubling the boundaries of the academy with positive implications for both public access to information and indeed the purpose of universities. Second, the evaluation of the comic through empirical research with a sample of readers. This offers insights into the complexity of what different readers in our sample liked about FCC. Third, the development of a learning framework in partnership with two teachers. This locates the comic at the boundary of collaboration with teachers, connecting the creative and academic intent of the comic with specific curricular content. Taken together, these three stages address the multifaceted role of a single comic through its creation, distribution, and use. Presenting
FCC as an example of applied comics, or comics for specific purposes, we contribute to advancing the theory, methods, and practice of comics in the field of education.
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**RESUMEN**

Conceptualizar el cómic creado en colaboración como objeto de frontera / boundary object (Akkerman y Bakker: 2011) ayuda a identificar sus roles plurales y evolutivos y a avanzar en el trabajo sobre colaboración a través de las fronteras. Utilizamos el enfoque sociocultural para acercarnos al lector mediante el cómic. Describimos el proyecto de Freedom City Comics e identificamos tres etapas que se desarrollan en el transcurso de este cómic. Primero, la creación del cómic en colaboración con 16 investigadores y creadores de cómics, enfocado en el papel que pueden desempeñar los cómics en cuanto a las fronteras de la academia con una repercusión positivas tanto para el acceso público a la información como para el propósito de las universidades. En segundo lugar, la evaluación del cómic a través de la investigación empírica con una muestra de los lectores. Ofrece información sobre la complejidad de lo que gustó a los diferentes lectores de nuestra seleccionada. En tercer lugar, el desarrollo de un marco de aprendizaje en contacto con dos maestros de escuela. Esto ubica el cómic en la frontera de la colaboración con los maestros, conectando la intención creativa y académica del cómic con contenido curricular específico. Estas tres etapas abordan el papel multifacético de un solo cómic a través de su creación, distribución y uso. Presentando FCC como un ejemplo de cómics aplicados, o los cómics para propósitos específicos, contribuyendo así al avance de la teoría, los métodos y la práctica de los cómics en el campo de la educación.

**PALABRAS CLAVE:** cómics aplicados, sociocultural, objeto de frontera, cruce de fronteras
1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of context: Freedom City Comics

*Freedom City Comics (FCC)* is a 16-page comics anthology made as a collaboration between seven academic researchers and nine comics creators. Its seven chapters present snapshots of the history of civil rights and politics on Tyneside (geographic area in the North East of England), connected by the overarching theme of freedom. *FCC* was part of Freedom City 2017 festival, celebrating the anniversary of Dr Martin Luther King Jr’s 1967 visit to Tyneside to collect his honorary degree from Newcastle University. In addition to Dr King’s visit and speech, *FCC*’s chapters include: freeborn rights, freedom from slavery, political participation, the right to work, and the right to migration and asylum. 37000 free printed copies were distributed in the North East of England, and the comic is free to read online: https://research.ncl.ac.uk/fccomics/.

[IMAGE 1: Front cover of *Freedom City Comics*, Paul Peart-Smith and Brian Ward]

We locate *FCC* within the field of applied comics, as a comic with specific content and purposes. The published comic is not an illustration of academic work, nor is it a comic that uses academic research only as a jumping off point. It is credited to both academic researchers and to comics creators equally, as a collaborative work. This is part of a research interest that developed from the first author’s own comics-making practice, initially in parallel with (now intertwined with) her wider work in educational research. In writing from within the project, with a co-author not directly involved in the project, this article is strongly positioned to connect research, practice, and theory. In focusing on *FCC* as a collaborative comics project, we begin to theorise the collaborative work involved in making, distributing, and reading an applied comic. Using the sociocultural concept of a boundary object is a way to addresses the depth and complexity of these processes. Using the medium and industry of comics as a new focus for that concept in educational research offers opportunities to advance earlier scholarship on boundary objects and boundary crossing, and in so doing begins to connect work on comics as a multimodal medium with wider sociocultural work on multimodality (for which see Bezemer and Kress: 2015). Having introduced this context we will next introduce the concepts of boundary objects and boundary crossing, then use these to explore how *FCC* could be understood as a multi-layered boundary object.

1.2 Overview of boundary crossing and boundary objects
Our interest is in a boundary object as the site of collaboration between people from unapologetically different domains of expertise. We did not want academic researchers to become comics creators nor comics creators to become academics, but to work together from their existing specialisms. This is consistent with Akkerman and Bakker’s (2011, 34) presentation of a boundary object as an artefact that fulfils a bridging function (Star and Griesemer: 1989) across the borders of distinct domains of expertise. Such domains are evident in the social and cultural practices of different communities, including learning communities, professional roles, and workplaces. Earlier work has focused on moving across boundaries, including Beauchamp and Thomas’ (2011) focus on trainee teachers entering the profession as progressing from one professional identity to another. Such crossing can be a major step that ‘involves going into unfamiliar territories and requires cognitive retooling’ (Tsui and Law: 2007, 1290). FCC was however not about collaborators working together to make a tool to use in their own learning. Instead, our focus on the process of collaboration in making applied comics is largely a precursor to our ultimate interest, namely in how that boundary object (as the object and product of that collaboration) is received by its eventual audiences.

Star and Griesemer’s (1989) account of boundary objects at the intersections of multiple, competing, specialisms within one museum included an awareness of multiple understandings of one object. This differs from our unapologetic acknowledgement that in entering into collaboration one collaborator brought subject knowledge and the other brought creative practice knowledge. For us, both specialisms are held in equal esteem. Our aim was to make a comic with credibility both as a comic and as a research engagement output, with buy-in from all collaborators. This relates to Akkerman and Bakker’s (2011) reading of Star and Griesemer (1989) on boundary objects that satisfy the requirements of both worlds. As such we consider boundaries not as uncrossable chasms but as places for dialogue and learning (Kersuo and Toiviainen: 2011).

In using the wealth of boundary object scholarship from the field of workplace management we must show how FCC differs from workplace settings. In workplace scholarship, boundary objects have been foregrounded as things through which people from different teams within or between organisations work together (Spee and Jarzabkowski: 2009; Sapsed and Salter: 2004), without presuming that knowledge gained through that process will necessarily transfer beyond individual collaborators to their organisations (Gustaffson and Safsten: 2017). We connect FCC to scholarship on boundary objects that are deployed in different
contexts to that in which they were created, though with key differences: whereas for Ramsten and Säljö (2012) their adult professional collaborators created a tool for an adult professional audience elsewhere within the same company, our adult professional collaborators were creating a comic for a target audience of children aged 8-14. As such, ours was an outward-facing collaboration with an ultimate aim of creating a cultural product for an external non-specialist audience.

In this early-stage paper we indicate the potential for this comics-research collaboration to be understood as a boundary object, and address these limitations in our final section. We now turn to propose three ways in which FCC could be understood as a boundary object: at its creation, as a collaboration between academic researchers and comics creators; in its evaluation, as a point of contact between the comic’s collaborators and its readers; and in its later educational resource development stage, working with teachers to develop a learning framework to support further use of the comic in education. We will describe and discuss each of these three examples in turn, then identify some emergent themes and potential implications of this conceptualisation.

2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Making the comic: between academic researchers and comics creators

Each chapter of FCC was made by one academic researcher, typically a historian, and one or two comics creators (named in Appendix I). Our use of the term ‘comics creator’ incorporates planning, writing, drafting, and final artwork as intertwined processes carried out by one or more people. We use it to refer to the individuals who did that writing and drawing rather than the academic researchers with whom they worked, though as we make clear in this article FCC was a comic created as a collaboration. Whereas the process of comics artists and comics writers working together has been addressed by Clarke Gray and Wilkins (2016), our focus is on how academic researchers and comics creators worked together across distinct domains of expertise.

[IMAGE 2: Draft artwork for front cover of Freedom City Comics, Paul Peart-Smith and Brian Ward 2017]

The comics creators in our team had different prior experience of working on non-fiction comics with subject specialists. Two had worked with us on previous applied comics projects, two had worked on educational projects with other editors, and three had not
previously worked on comparable projects. Comparable experience was not a prerequisite for involvement in FCC, though we did look for an interest in the subject matter and/or in using comics in this way. In contrast, none of the academics had previously been involved in making comics. Academics were recruited to the project by the research institute director who commissioned the project. In initial conversations it became apparent that these researchers typically had some familiarity with political cartooning relevant to their subject specialisms or awareness of comics read by their own children, but little of their own past or current interest in comics. They were nevertheless open to embarking upon the project and took time to read comics from our previous collaborations, suggesting the curiosity and courage Carr et al. (2012) highlighted as key attributes for people engaging in boundary crossing. Indeed, it was not inevitable that collaborators would be able to work together, though the successful completion of FCC suggests sufficient congruence of values (Phelan, Locke Davidson, and Cao: 1991) through shared commitment to the project.

Here follows a brief outline of our collaborative process. As editor, the first author’s initial discussions with academics were distilled into written notes and given to comics creators to prepare a rough draft of a comic. Chapter collaborators then agreed a six-week timescale for a three-stage process: discussing the rough draft, refining a pencilled version of the full chapter, and editorial approval of final artwork of that full chapter. This six-week period is our focus here, though the initial planning and budgeting, and later proofing, printing, distribution, and evaluation took approximately a year in total. Most initial meetings were in person, with subsequent meetings in person, by email, or by video call. The first meeting discussed what the focus of the chapter could be and how much content could be covered within the specified page count (this varied from one to three pages). Historical accuracy was discussed in relation to overall tone and characterisation, in addition to the accuracy of particular likenesses, dates, and details. Discussions about accuracy continued in the second meeting, including a focus on each chapter’s Tyneside connections. Third meetings were typically by email to confirm small changes for accuracy and/or storytelling. Late-stage pages were shared with the comic’s managing editor for guidance on colour saturation and accuracy when printing on newspaper presses, as most comics creators typically worked for digital publication and/or litho and digital printing. Final page setup and print proofing was led by the managing editor.

[IMAGE 3: Extract from ‘Freedom from Slavery’, Patrice Aggs and Brycchan Carey, showing FCC’s Tyneside connections.]
The level of editorial involvement varied for each chapter yet suggests a more structured and iterative process than Zurba et al.’s (2017) account of creating videos of choreographed dance as boundary objects. Ours was a collegial process though not always a smooth one, with editorial conversations aimed at balancing ‘good’ artistic representation, historical accuracy, and emphasising the local connections of broader narratives. Engaging in this friction can be a productive part of boundary crossing (Ward et al.: 2011). In our context working through a series of drafts sharpened the focus on what was to be communicated and how to clearly present this to our target audience.

We note two aspects of instability within these processes. First, Akkerman and Van Eijk’s (2013) point that boundaries are evolving and dynamic: our structured process was built on shifting ground. Second, that the boundary object itself evolved through collaboration: our published comic looks different to its initial drafts, but is the same object. Singh (2011) briefly addressed the idea of a boundary object as evolving not static, and our interest in evidence of process advances this further. FCC necessarily changed over time. Initial handwritten notes have a commonality with the finished printed and digital versions of the comic, but differ in appearance, content, and authorship. The back and forth processes of drafting, redrafting, and refining character sketches and comics pages were by definition rough and unfinished: though this messiness later gave way to polished final artwork, it was an essential part of creating each chapter.

The development from messy to pristine parallels Star’s (2010) exciting experience of reading physiologist David Ferrier’s archived notes on an experiment on an ape:

…handwriting occasionally flies off the page, wobbles, and trails off in what clearly is a chase around the room after the hapless animal. The pages, in sharp contrast to my chapel-like surrounds, are stained with blood, tissue preservative, and other undocumented fluids. By contrast… the report of this experiment is clean, deleting mentions of the vicissitudes of this experimental setting. (Star 2010, p.606)

For Star this ‘invisible work… the gap between formal representations’ (ibid., 606) relates to boundary objects because it was visible only to select participants in that collaboration. For us, openness about rough work was a point of commonality between academic writing and comics creation: the final work often hides the sweat expended in its production. Though we appreciate Singh, Märtzin and Glasswell’s (2013) focus on different ways of working on either side of a boundary, our emphasis is that there was sufficient commonality in drafting practices for our collaborators to work together. Sharing the drafts that might go unshared in solo work was a point of connection in creating FCC, demystifying the creative processes of
making a comic, of academic writing, and of collaboration. As we will discuss in section 2.3, including early drafts in our learning framework aimed to make these processes more visible to children. This differentiation begins to suggest how a comic as boundary object might differ from, and thus expand, earlier work on the nature and role of boundary objects.

2.2 Evaluating the comic: between comic collaborators and readers

Universities have boundaries. Despite advances in outreach, widening participation, and civic engagement (for which see Duncan and Oliver: 2017), these borders persist. For every partnership that crosses boundaries there remains someone who is reluctant to walk through a university campus, much less consider studying or working there. As such our decision to distribute the vast majority of printed copies of FCC beyond our university campus built on earlier professional connections with local and regional comic shop and municipal library staff, in addition to Freedom City 2017 festival venues including theatres, galleries, and museums. 23000 comics from our total 37000 copy print run were distributed as inserts in The Crack regional listings free magazine, not through institutional leverage but because The Crack’s editor in chief had read and enjoyed the comic. This regional distribution reflects our target readership of a general young adult and adult audience beyond our core age 8-14 readers, though this core audience remained paramount particularly in developing a coherent approach to the content and language of FCC.

FCC crossed a boundary in its distribution and readership: having been created by academic researchers and comics creators, the finished comic was well received by a range of readers beyond the university. Our evaluation of FCC involved six focus groups. The core groups were three school groups (age 10-13) and one library teen reading group (age 12-13) and, particularly given the civil rights theme of FCC, with attention paid to including different postcode areas (socioeconomic status) and a mix of ethnic groups (summarised as White or BAME Black and Minority Ethnic) without setting quotas for involvement. Two further adult groups were included, acknowledging the wider readership of FCC: a graphic novel reading group and an English language conversation group (age 21 to over 65). The number of participants per group ranged from 6 to 17. This convenience sample recruited through our own professional networks reflects our choice to focus on the Tyneside area, and the reality that pressure on schools including state inspections and exam preparation makes it increasingly difficult to work with schools on projects not tightly linked to the curriculum. All groups received free copies of FCC, and the age 10-13 groups were offered additional
time for a ‘meet the editor’ conversation to learn more about the processes of making comics, which teachers and library staff enthusiastically accepted. Each session involved a combination of group discussion and individual data collection using a questionnaire\(^1\), with the exception of the youngest (age 10-11) group whose responses were recorded on one questionnaire as a headcount of the whole class.

[IMAGE 4: Extract from reader feedback questionnaire, Lydia Wysocki/FCC]

Compiling the data as frequency tables demonstrated that there were few self-professed comics readers in our sample: only 16 of 86 respondents said they read comics other than FCC. This challenges lingering perceptions that comics readers are somehow a specialised homogenous group distinct from ‘normal’ readers. There is a global industry of specialist comics publishers and retailers, ranging from glossy serialisations to handdrawn and photocopied mini publications. Yet comics are also found in newspapers, textbooks, advertisements, and online: you do not have to go far to encounter a comic. Further findings were positive, with most respondents saying they would recommend FCC to friends (62 of 67 respondents) and to family (56 of 67 respondents). Acknowledging that this convenience sample is not generalizable, it is however worth noting that in evaluating our previous Newcastle Science Comic project (Wysocki 2018) our sample of museum visitors were similarly not self-professed comics readers but nonetheless positive about the comic they were given.

It was through FCC as a published comic that collaborators’ work connected with readers. Children aged 10-13 are rarely the main audience for academic articles and books. Nevertheless when asked what they liked about the art, writing, and content of the comic, respondents did comment on what they liked in the content – the history, as historical research – of FCC. In respondents’ own words:

\begin{quote}
This is one of the best one because it has more information, it is reliable and trustworthy (library, age 12-13).

I like this one because I like older texts because it shows history is great (school, age 11-12).
\end{quote}

Readers were asked to choose their top three chapters by art style, writing style, and historical content. A tally count of responses (Table 1) shows that each chapter of FCC was among someone’s favourites. Finding that no chapter was no-one’s favourite, and that no single chapter was unanimously preferred, supports our use of an anthology format. We used

\(^1\) This questionnaire is itself partially in comics form, and is available as part of the FCC learning framework: https://research.ncl.ac.uk/fccomics/learningframework/
multiple snapshots of history told in multiple styles, rather than a single continuous approach, to appeal to a range of readers’ unpredictable preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chapter 1</th>
<th>Chapter 2</th>
<th>Chapter 3</th>
<th>Chapter 4</th>
<th>Chapter 5</th>
<th>Chapter 6</th>
<th>Chapter 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art style</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing style</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Respondents’ favourite FCC chapters by art style, writing style, and content.

In distributing FCC as both a print comic and an online PDF we took a hybrid approach to comics publishing. Whereas Plimmer’s (2016) work on how mobile phone technology can transcend physical and virtual worlds conceptualised the technology as a boundary crossing tool, for us it is the comic as boundary object, in print or digital form, that facilitates this crossing. Though a printed comic differs from a mobile phone the mobility, portability, accessibility, and familiarity emphasised by Sarangapani et al. (2016) remain relevant to FCC, particularly in how an object ‘can comfortably traverse the boundaries of formal and informal learning spaces (schools and homes)’ (ibid., 2). This could have further implications for understanding how a comic as boundary object crosses between formal and informal learning, as a medium in widespread use outside schooling as well as having specific classroom-based uses. There are parallels with Øygardslia’s (2018) finding that computer games in school risk not being seen as learning or as purposeful activity, and with Wallerstedt and Lindgren’s (2016) account of complexity in how boundaries are crossed in the teaching and learning of contemporary music in schools.

2.3 Making and using the learning framework: between comic collaborators and teachers, and teachers and pupils

Through further collaboration with two teachers we created a FCC learning framework. The full framework and resources are available online (https://research.ncl.ac.uk/fccomics/learningframework/), with a summary of content and curriculum connection provided as Appendix II. This framework focused not on didactic lesson plans but a more flexible enquiry-based approach, providing activities and resources based on each chapter of FCC and linked to the UK National Curriculum for Key Stage 2.
(age 7-11) and Key Stage 3 (age 11-14). Both teachers had prior experience with comics: Mike Thompson is a primary school (KS2) teacher and former comic shop manager, and Gary Bainbridge is a secondary school (KS3) Art teacher and comics creator. They were keen to be involved in this project to support the use of comics in education, discussing this as a point of crossover with their current professional identities. Working with teachers who were already aware of the potential for using comics in education was a way to build on their professional credibility to show more teachers how comics can be used in enquiry- and project-based approaches to learning.

In taking an enquiry-based approach (Leat 2017) our framework differs from recent work on comics and literacy development (Wallner 2017) in not only advocating for learning through reading content presented in comics form. We position each chapter of FCC as a springboard for groups’ own projects, identifying specific activities (with resources) and connecting these to the National Curriculum. As mentioned in section 2.1, including rough drafts from each chapter of FCC in our learning framework makes these messy collaborative and creative processes visible to teachers and children. This presents authentic drafts as educational resources that expose and demystify creative processes, for example through activities in which pupils edit the same written text that evolved through our academics’ and comics creators’ collaboration. Our regional focus has been crucial (Leat and Thomas 2018), and though acknowledging that this could limit its direct use by teachers further afield, FCC remains an adaptable model for other comics and curriculum projects.

[IMAGE 5: Comparison of draft (left) and final (right) artwork for ‘Activists and Radicals on Tyneside’, John Clark and Matthew Grenby]

Creating a learning framework positioned FCC at the boundary of collaboration between comics collaborators (comics creators and academic researchers) and teachers. The teachers’ work, with the editor as broker, identified connections between the creative and academic intent of FCC and existing National Curriculum content. It has also benefited these teachers’ own professional development: one teacher used their involvement in this learning framework as evidence in a successful job interview. By articulating these connections our teachers translated the content of FCC into a learning framework written in professional language intended to resonate with other teachers. This presents a further stage of boundary crossing: from our collaborating teachers to other teachers (and through them to pupils) who were not otherwise involved in creating FCC and the learning framework that supports it.
Our intent is that these resources are used by teachers not already familiar or confident in using comics in educational contexts, thus enabling more teachers (and more students) to use comics in education. At this stage of the takeup of that learning framework and its impact on those further teachers and students is unknown.

There is a broader point here on the role of brokers in mediating collaborations. Leat and Thomas’ (2018) focus was on curriculum brokers: people external to a given school who enable the bridging discussions between school curriculum leaders and families/communities, working towards the development of localised curricula. In teasing out the roles played by individual brokers in this process they not only uncovered some desired personal attributes for engaging in such work, but also articulated why boundary crossing matters to educational research:

> Boundary crossing is located within sociocultural perspectives on learning, which sees participation in communities and sites of practice as the critical medium of learning. Thus transfer of learning is reframed, becoming less a case of transferring knowledge or skills and more related to the facility of moving successfully between contexts. (Leat and Thomas: 2018, 203)

It is this process of moving between contexts that we seek to build on in exploring the role of the comics editor as a broker, addressing both the learning framework as a collaboration with teachers and the initial creation of FCC as a collaboration between comics creators and academic researchers. The first author’s own hybrid identity as both researcher and comics creator means she habitually crosses boundaries between specialised vocabularies and ways of working. As editor she had sufficient knowledge of and credibility in each field to translate jargon and expectations between comics creators, academic researchers, and teachers, in facilitating collaboration between specialised professionals. The editor-as-broker’s task became to facilitate enough collaboration to create the planned outputs, without an expectation that collaborators would exchange roles: there was no intention that comics creators should become historians or vice versa, though such career moves are possible. Whereas Bakx et al.’s (2016) focus was the collaborative creation of boundary objects that narrow the gap between teachers and educational researchers, for FCC this process of mediation meant it was not a worry that the gap between collaborators remained. It was in making boundary objects that collaboration between these two otherwise distinct groups happened, with no expectation of an ongoing relationship beyond the project.

3: LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND NEXT STEPS
In this early-stage paper we have cautiously advanced the claim that an applied comic can be conceptualised as a boundary object, and that this concept can usefully address the depth and complexity of this comics project. We acknowledge that there is further theoretical work to be done. A sociocultural view that language is essential to learning but is not a neutral carrier of meaning (Vygotsky 1978) is pertinent to the integration of visual and verbal languages in the multimodal medium of comics, and as such we intend to further explore work by Engeström et al (1995; Kerosuo and Engeström 2003), moving towards theorising applied comics and how it relates to a sociocultural Activity Theory framework. Further work is needed to align comics as a boundary object with Cultural Historical Activity Theory, which could be taken further still by problematizing assumptions of whose expertise, and what values underpinning that expertise, are prioritised in collaborations: Leonardo and Manning’s (2017) critique of CHAT as the non-neutral White Historical Activity Theory will be relevant, particularly given the civil rights thematic focus of FCC.

In creating FCC our emphasis has been on the wider dissemination of extant academic research and local history, which is distinct from fine art approaches to comics studies where drawing (and other artistic practice) is pursued as research (Miers: 2015). FCC has however been a multi-layered project in which the empirical evaluation and now theorising of the comic as boundary object are themselves aspects of broader social science research. This stratification has particular resonance for understanding what counts as research in comics studies, an inherently interdisciplinary field. We presented two collaborating parties of academic researchers and comics creators as having different prior experience of working with historical research and with comics, and this clarity about where boundaries are (Akkerman: 2011, 22) helps clarify the roles of collaborators as a necessary part of working at and across boundaries (Edwards: 2011, 34). This may be particularly relevant to – or anathema to - scholars who both make and research comics, including the publication of academic research in comics form not as wider dissemination but as primary publications (Sousanis: 2015).

A further point at the fringes of this early-stage paper is about understanding collaborators as members of multiple communities of practice (Wenger: 1998), exploring what this means for specific instances of boundary crossing (Wenger-Trayner et al.: 2017). Boundary crossing can be a temporary process (Ramsten and Säljö: 2012; Edwards: 2011) and making FCC was only one of the many tasks our collaborators were involved in as the rest of their professional lives continued apace. Nor can we assume that collaborators’ roles in a specific project are
entirely divorced from other aspects of their lives: as mentioned in section 2.1 some academic researchers’ familiarity with comics came not from their own interest in the medium but from seeing their children read comics.

We have argued that *Freedom City Comics* can be conceptualised as a boundary object. *FCC* bridged different boundaries at different stages in its creation, reading, and usage. First in its creation, crossing the boundary between academic researchers and comics creators. Second in its evaluation, crossing boundaries between the comic’s creators and its range of readers. Finally in creating a learning framework it crossed a double boundary: from the comic’s creators to two teachers, then on to our aim of connecting with more teachers and through them their students. There may yet be other boundaries to explore, and more nuanced aspects of these boundaries, as we continue this work with particular attention to the specifics of comics as a multimodal medium and of brokering creative practice collaborations. We look forward to engaging with these strengths and uncovering others as our work theorising applied comics as boundary objects continues.
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APPENDIX II: SUMMARY OF FCC LEARNING FRAMEWORK

The full Freedom City Comics enquiry-based learning framework is available online: https://research.ncl.ac.uk/fccomics/learningframework/. The following tables summarise the activities and resources based on each chapter of FCC, with connections to the UK National Curriculum for Key Stage 2 (age 7-11) and Key Stage 3 (age 11-14).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Stage 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning framework section</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key Stage 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning framework section</th>
<th>Comic chapter</th>
<th>Learning framework activities</th>
<th>Curriculum links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Martin Luther King in Newcastle</td>
<td>Plan and design a front cover, identify and use different types of text, comparing genres, comparing video and written text</td>
<td>Art, Media, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Equality before the law</td>
<td>Summarising information, writing in different forms of English, storyboarding to plan a narrative</td>
<td>Art, English, Modern Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter</td>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Freedom from slavery</td>
<td>Boycott tactics, biographies of abolitionists, formal letter writing, speechwriting</td>
<td>History, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The right to political participation</td>
<td>Comparing achievements, public art, monuments and controversy, writing a persuasive letter, comparing historical and contemporary viewpoints</td>
<td>History, English, Drama, Media, Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The right to work</td>
<td>Sequencing events, planning and editing a narrative, estimating distances, calculating distances, promoting a cause</td>
<td>English, Maths, Media, PSHE, History, Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The right to migration and asylum</td>
<td>Exploring different responses to migration and asylum, writing from a specific point of view, adapting written work into a comic</td>
<td>RE/Ethics, Maths, Geography, PSHE, History, English, Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Activists and radicals on Tyneside</td>
<td>Arranging a timeline of events, researching biographies, identifying artistic influences</td>
<td>Art, History, Maths, PSHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Meeting your hero</td>
<td>Conversations with someone you admire, researching work by artists, planning what you want your work to communicate</td>
<td>English, Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonus activity</td>
<td>Our readers’ questionnaire was part of the initial evaluation of Freedom City Comics. It’s also a reading and discussion activity in its own right!</td>
<td>PSHE, English, Maths</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>